HUNER LAND SONG LYRICS

Intro: Oh Hunger

Oh hunger, oh hunger, oh hunger
This land is full with hunger
Guinea, Liberia, Somalia and Ghana and all over Africa
Let fight against hunger so our life will get better.

Chorus: so many troubles, so many grumble in hunger land

Living in the hunger
Always poor title, corruption people in hunger land
Living in the hunger land
Poverty rolling, illiteracy roaming in hunger land
Living in the hunger
Innocent lives going, disease are flowing in hunger land
Living in the hunger land

Verse 1: So many trouble in the world
Seem not to be stop at all
Hear the voices around me, struggling suffering I can see
World hunger!! Is getting stronger
Is not a stranger
Let fight it together
I am going round the world, to kick the hunger ball
Together we can go, Hunger must be no
I have put on my shoe
Tell me what you can do
Together we can go, hunger must be no

Chorus: so many troubles, so many grumble in hunger land
Living in the hunger
Always poor title, corruption people in hunger land
Living in the hunger land
Poverty rolling, illiteracy roaming in hunger land
Living in the hunger
Innocent lives going, disease are flowing in hunger land
Living in the hunger land

Verse 2: This land is full with hunger
Guinea, Liberia, Somalia and Ghana and all over Africa
Let fight against hunger so our life will get better.
See the children are crying, people are suffering
Just because there is no food to offering
Let come together brothers and sisters and fight against hunger
So our life we get better
Stop the bulling, stop the shooting, stop the killing
Innocent lives going disease are just flowing
Stop the killing; stop the shooting, stop the bulling
Because poverty is rolling, illiteracy is roaming
We need food in our land; we need food in our home
We need food every where so our life we get better
Still I remember with hunger no idea
Our life we get fused and act like madder

**Chorus:** so many troubles, so many grumbles in hunger land
Living in the hunger
Always poor title, corruption people in hunger land
Living in the hunger land
Poverty rolling, illiteracy roaming in hunger land
Living in the hunger
Innocent lives going, disease are flowing in hunger land
Living in the hunger land

**Verse 3:** So many trouble in the hunger
Struggle to survive is the motto of Africa land
Struggle everyday in this our mother land
Sierra lowa, lion mountain we representing
Yet still sueferation and there is no fortune
So many riches but there is still suffering
Because there is no food in our dishes
I feel the pain when children face the battle
Oh, no place to sleep, living in the street
With no mother, no father
Innocent lives going, disease keep on flowing
Corruption, destruction is the order of the day
Youth are jobless as if is there no mother blessing
Living in the street with so many option
1 to still 2 is through prostitution
Is all about pain
Let think about better way to make a brighter future

**Chorus:** so many troubles, so many grumble in hunger land

Living in the hunger
Always poor title, corruption people in hunger land

Living in the hunger land
Poverty rolling, illiteracy roaming in hunger land

Living in the hunger
Innocent lives going, disease are flowing in hunger land

Living in the hunger land